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meant, first of all, overcoming language barriers. In
recent decades, more and more scholars, both Western
and Eastern, have become capable of managing several
foreign languages, so that many recent studies have
been based on the analysis and comparison of
documents and sources in different languages.1 As
regards Macao (and all the international commercial
outposts in South and East Asia, from Goa to
Malacca, Batavia, Manila, Formosa, Hirado, and so
on), this is an extremely important result. Consider
simply the contradictory versions, Chinese and
Portuguese, that we now have to deal with when we
examine the establishment of the Portuguese
settlement at Macao in 1557 (to mention the date
commonly accepted). Portuguese documents and

I. It is well known that the traditional European
historiography of Europeans’ arrival in the seas of the
Far East, and of their expansion, settlements, and
maritime activities there, was based mainly on
European sources, documents and reports. With
accurate descriptions and rich details, a great number
of such studies presented the encounter between “East
and West,” paying particular attention to the activities
pursued by the Europeans in their quest to establish
their first commercial bases and essential settlements
along the coasts of the countries of East Asia.
Meanwhile, Chinese and Japanese historians have
long analysed that same encounter from their own
point of view, mainly using their own historical
sources and archives. During the second half of the
last century, however, an important degree of co-
operation among Western and Eastern historians
made it possible to connect and compare Western
and Eastern studies and archival documentation. This

G. Mercator/J. Hondius. India Orientalis, c. 1606.
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sources give us a different interpretation of this event
than do the official Chinese reports.2

Nevertheless, although we now have at our
disposal many studies on Macao based on both Chinese
and Portuguese documents, and therefore certainly
reliable, still there are some aspects of the establishment
of the Portuguese in Macao in the mid-16th century
that deserve more thorough examination. These aspects
have primarily to do with two factors: first, the
incessant illegal activities of piracy—both by the
Chinese and Japanese (haikou and wokou)—smuggling,
illicit trade, and violent raids on the Chinese coast;
and second, the Portuguese strategy of insisting upon
the establishment of outposts and bases in the Far East,
especially Japan. Is it not, in fact, the case that Portugal
reached Tanegashima in 1543 thanks to the mediation
of Chinese maritime adventurers, exactly during the
period in which the Portuguese were unsuccessful in
their attempts to establish a base on the Chinese coast?
In this sense, then, the two abovementioned factors are
closely related to each other: to what extent were Chinese
and Japanese maritime activities—legal or illegal—prior
to 1577 connected with the Portuguese settlement in
Macao? And to what extent was the settlement at Macao
tied to the arrival of the Portuguese in Japan?

Over the past twenty years, many studies have
been published on Chinese maritime history, shedding
new light on the trade activities engaged in by Chinese
maritime adventurers, their connections with the
overseas Chinese, as well as their international network
across the whole of South and East Asia.3 Yet the role
played by Japan in this respect has been somehow
neglected. Although Chinese sources and documents
report the intensive activities of the wokou, it is not
yet completely clear to what extent Japan intervened
in the international situation of the 16th century, and
how Japan was involved in the overseas activities
engaged in by Chinese pirates. In fact, there is no clear
line separating activities of the haikou from those of
the wokou.4 Moreover, and more importantly, Japan
was very often the “invisible hand” behind the illicit
commercial activities of the Chinese pirates, as she was
the hidden partner of the Chinese sea-traders. Although
the wokou were still active during the first half of the
16th century, from the middle of the century onwards,
their direct participation in the pirate raids on the
Chinese coast was certainly reduced, in comparison to
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. This was partly

due to Japan’s domestic political situation, as we shall
see. Nevertheless, Japan continued to take part into
the overseas trade, financing the illegal activities of the
Chinese pirates, investing capital in Chinese overseas
activities, and protecting the haikou, providing refuge
for them on Japanese shores and sharing the profit with
them. In other words, Japan utilised Chinese maritime
adventurers as intermediaries in its own overseas trade.
It is well known that many powerful Chinese pirates
also had bases along the coast of Japan; Hirado was
one of the traditional shelters for Chinese outlaws. It
was in fact at Hirado that Wang Zhi had one of his
headquarters, under the protection of the Matsuura
daimyo, and it was to Hirado that Wang Zhi guided
the Portuguese in the year 1550. We will deal more
specifically with this topic in the following pages.

To understand the complex situation of Sino-
Japanese relations, and how crucial Chinese and Japanese
maritime activities and their interconnections were to the
Portuguese expansion into the Far East, we have to go
back to the 14th century, in an attempt to clarify the real
meaning of the term wokou, taking into account the
political stances of China and Japan at that time. It is also
necessary to analyse the relations between China and Japan
with regard to the maritime trade and commerce, in order
to clarify the pre-existing international state of affairs that
the Portuguese faced upon their arrival in the Far Eastern
seas and their settlement at Macao.

II. As soon as the Hongwu emperor ascended to
the throne and founded the Ming Dynasty in 1368,
he proceeded to establish strong, authoritarian control
over the whole Chinese Empire, through strict
ordinances and laws. The situation along the coast was
not at all satisfactory, as the 14th century saw continuous
attacks by Japanese pirates, who plundered the Korean
coast as well: these are the pirates we know as the
notorious wokou (wakô).

Let us examine this term, wokou, for a moment:
as we know, the term is very old, dating from ancient
times (the fourth to fifth centuries of the Christian
era), and it has mainly been used to identify Japanese
pirates, though it is also used in Chinese sources to
refer to the whole problem of piracy along the Chinese
coast. Nevertheless, in practice, this term came to have
another meaning from the 15th century onward, and
especially during the 16th century. Although the
Chinese authorities of that time did not want to
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formally recognise it, the fact was that most of the
attacks launched along the Chinese coast by the so-
called wakô were carried out by Chinese, not Japanese,
pirates.5

Yet there is another consideration regarding the
use of the term wokou and its usual translation as
“Japanese pirates.” Looking at the historical
circumstances of the 14th century, we see that Japan
was recovering from the two attempted invasions by
Mongol fleets in 1274 and 1281. The archipelago
remained in tension for many years after these attacks,
as it anticipated a third possible invasion from the
continent. In such a context, Japan needed to reinforce
its coastal defences, especially in Kyushu—in other
words, to reinforce its fleets as well. The attacks on the
coasts of an “enemy” that had threatened Japanese
territory and national integrity in the first place were
perhaps not intended by the Japanese as acts of “piracy,”
but rather as a sort of maritime “guerrilla” tactic. In
this sense, it may make sense to compare the Japanese
pirates of that time with the European privateers, who
acted under the protection of their countries. In fact,
the “Lords” of Kyushu were very often the instigators
of such piratical expeditions, from which they could
also gain enormous profits. And the local authorities
were certainly not blind to such activities. The
Matsuura family of Hizen province, based in Hirado,
indeed provides an excellent example of this. The same

family had faced enemy fleets during the Mongol
invasions.6 Similarly, in the 17th century, Chinese
merchants were officially received by the shôgun
Tokugawa Ieyasu in his residence at Sunpu, while those
same Chinese merchants were considered outlaws and
pirates by the Chinese authorities.7

This ambiguous use of the category of piracy, in
fact, corresponds in part to an analogous ambiguity of
the kanhe system in its practical realisation (kanhe
maoyi, in Japanese: kangô bôeki).8 The need to identify
official Japanese embassies to China through the seals
system demonstrates in itself the inconsistencies in the
controls exercised over maritime activities both on
China’s side and more so on the Japanese one, especially
after Yoshimitsu’s shôgunate.9

To synthesise briefly the whole period of the
kanhe system, we have a first phase, from 1368 to 1404,
characterised by the numerous attempts made on the
Chinese side to reopen official relations with Japan.
During almost this entire period, Japan was politically
divided into the Northern and Southern Courts
(nanbokuchô), and the Hongwu emperor had no official
political counterpart in Japan with whom to establish
a formal agreement. Several Chinese embassies were
intercepted by Prince Kanenaga and never reached the
Northern Court.10 Only after the reunification of the
country, realised by Yoshimitsu in 1392, was it possible
to start a new dialogue. It was not until 1404, during

Portuguese ships and figure-subjects. From a scroll painting in colour on paper. Unknown artist.
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the reign of Yongle, that relations between China and
Japan were officially reopened, and the kanhe system
established.11

A second phase, then, lasted from 1404 through
1419, under Yoshimitsu and Yoshimochi: this is in
fact the first period during which the commercial
agreement between the two countries was enacted.
The terms and conditions fixed in the official
agreements were not terribly satisfactory for Japan,
as they imposed the same limitations that were
imposed under the general tribute system established
by Hongwu in the previous century. Yet, in the case
of Japan, the restrictions were less strict, and often
the terms were not respected, as the Chinese autho-

rities allowed Japanese ships to come to Ningbo more
frequently than they were supposed to, and they did
not require the Japanese to observe strictly the
limitations on the number of ships authorised to be
part of the official embassy (either two or three,
depending on the period). This tolerant attitude on
the Chinese side is itself a measure of the importance
to the Chinese government of keeping good relations
with the archipelago: in exchange for this lenience,
Yoshimitsu had promised to clear the seas of Japanese
piracy. On several occasions, indeed, the third
Ashikaga shôgun sent captured Japanese pirates to the
Ming Emperor as a gift.12

After the interruption of Sino-Japanese relations
provoked by Yoshimochi, the years 1432-1549 form
the third and last phase of the kanhe system. This phase
is the longest one, and the most confusing.

Of the Ashikaga shôguns, Yoshimitsu had
certainly been the most authoritarian: he had reunified
the two courts, centralising the whole country. He was
a charismatic leader, sincerely concerned with Chinese
culture and civilisation, and deeply conscious of the
economic importance, to the Japanese market, of the
commerce with China. Moreover, he protected and
developed the Gozan Temples, modelled on the
Wushan Temples of China, since many official
ambassadors to the Ming Court were Zen monks.13

And, as is well known, Yoshimitsu accepted formal
investiture from the Ming emperor, defining himself
and signing the famous document of 1404 as the “King
of Japan.” This led to many criticisms of Yoshimitsu’s
servile attitude towards the Chinese emperor.14

Nevertheless, Yoshimitsu was a keen politician,
and very attentive to the economic aspects of the
commerce with China. Moreover, there is another
aspect of his policy that has been somehow neglected.
If we compare Yoshimitsu’s maritime policies with those
later pursued by Toyotomi Hideyoshi and Tokugawa
Ieyasu, we clearly see a common goal, though the means
employed to achieve it were different in different
historical contexts: the centralisation of Japanese
mercantile activities under the control of the central
authorities of the archipelago.15 China’s policy penalised
Chinese overseas activities in order to keep stability
along its coasts, as the Chinese authorities had no
interest in developing maritime trade: the Chinese
political stance aimed to reduce as much as possible
such trade, allowing it to exist only through the tribute
system.16 In contrast, Japanese maritime policy aimed
at maintaining and developing the mercantile
potentialities of the archipelago, yet on the basis of
strict controls exercised by the central government over
such activities: in other words, it tended to “centralise”
Japanese overseas commerce in a cohesive and coercive
structure imposed by the authorities. Yoshimitsu’s
policy was, therefore, a prelude to analogous policies
implemented by Hideyoshi and Ieyasu, and given full
expression finally in the shuinsen system.17

After the end of Yoshimitsu’s shôgunate, the
bakufu Ashikaga gradually lost power. Although the
shôgun Yoshinori reopened official relations with China

The need to identify official
Japanese embassies to China
through the seals system
demonstrates in itself the
inconsistencies in the controls
exercised over maritime
activities both on China’s side
and more so on the Japanese
one, especially after
Yoshimitsu’s shogunate.
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in 1432, after the interruption implemented by
Yoshimochi, his power was already declining; in 1441,
he was killed by the shugo Akamatsu (who was, in turn,
defeated and killed by the Yamana family). Japan was
nearing the Ônin civil war (1467-1477), and the
Ashikaga shôgunate was inexorably losing control over
the country.

These events, as we can imagine, had a direct
impact on official relations with the Chinese continent.
Fierce competition arose among the influential families
over who would obtain the seal needed to go to China
as an officially recognised embassy. The deep instability
of the internal political situation, which was slowly
bringing Japan into the civil war of the sengoku jidai,
did not permit any the central authorities of the bakufu
to exercise any effective controls over maritime
activities.

Moreover, the internal conflicts that had already
set the Hosokawa and the Ouchi clans on opposite sides
of the Ônin War continued to become deeper and more
severe, as we can see from the serious incident in Ningbo

in 1523, when the two self-proclaimed “official”
embassies from Japan—sent by the Ouchi and
Hosokawa clans, respectively, reached Ningbo almost
at the same time and wreaked terrible damage on the
city (Chinese houses were set on fire). This unpleasant
episode ended with the unavoidable involvement of the
people of Ningbo in the dispute.18 On other occasions,
these episodes of violent dispute between the two families
had exploded in acts of “piracy” at sea, when one clan
attacked the ships of its rival in order to steal from them
the official seals. In addition, there had been several
attempts to reproduce false seals. Given such chaotic
circumstances, it was impossible to maintain relations
with China, and in 1549, when the last official Japanese
mission to China returned to the archipelago, the kanhe
system came to an end.19

As we have seen, even the formal delegates who
visited the Chinese continent in the name of the
Japanese authorities acted as “pirates”—not to mention
the continuous smuggling that accompanied the official
embassies, on both the Japanese and Chinese sides.
Although the limitations imposed by the kanhe system
were not so strictly observed, the quantity and the type
of merchandise allowed under this system, in fact, was
nowhere near enough to satisfy the demand of the
Chinese or Japanese merchants.20

It was precisely in this historical context that the
Portuguese reached the Chinese coast and undertook
their policy of settlement in the Far East.

III. The interruption of official relations between
China and Japan in 1549 coincided with one of the
most active periods of piracy, this time mainly carried
on by Chinese pirates. It was in fact in the middle of
the 16th century that Wang Zhi (known as Ôchoku in
Japan) was active in Far Eastern seas.21 The restrictive
policies adopted by the Chinese authorities had heavily
constrained and penalised the economy of the coastal
areas, provoking as a final, counterproductive result
an increase, rather than a reduction, in piracy. Around
the middle of the 16th century, all the southern coastal
regions of China suffered “years of fire” from piracy,
continuous and irrepressible raids and plunder.22

Prof. Ts’ao Yung-ho, in his paper presented at the ICAS
Conference in 1998, connected this violent explosion
of Chinese piracy to the arrival of the Portuguese. The
same thesis is advanced by many historians dealing with
the Portuguese attempts to establish their bases on the

Detail of Macao, in Aomen Jilue.
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The Portuguese strategy for gradually
establishing their presence on the Chinese coast was
very tentative. For, on one hand, the Portuguese needed
the commercial ties with the Chinese sea-adventurers
and pirates in order to gain access to this lucrative trade
(as the official position of the Ming regarding maritime
trade was one of strict prohibition), and were therefore
forced to co-operate with them to a certain extent. On
the other hand, the Portuguese were in deep need of
being recognised by the Chinese authorities, and could
not afford to be seen acting de facto against Chinese
law or contradicting too openly the prohibitions set
by the Ming.

Recently, a great deal of detailed research has been
done on the years preceding 1557, describing the
various attempts by the Portuguese to establish outposts
on China’s coasts, as well as the difficult dialogue they
conducted with the Ming authorities and local officials.
This dialogue sometimes resulted in clear and reciprocal
hostilities, while on other occasions it seemed to express
the intention of cooperation on both sides.24 According
to some scholars, in order to obtain formal recognition
from the Chinese authorities, the main strategy pursued
by the Portuguese, which finally prevailed, consisted
in demonstrating that they were completely
unconnected to the piratical activities of Chinese or
Japanese pirates, smugglers, and outlaws. The
Portuguese wanted to be considered trustworthy
partners for China: and to prove that they were reliable
allies, they adopted a shrewd political strategy, joining
Chinese troops in their expeditions against the haikou.
Jin Guo Ping has found evidence of direct military
interventions by the Portuguese against the Chinese
pirates on several occasions: according to his research,
the first time the Portuguese participated in such
actions was in 1547, against the powerful pirate Lin
Jian.25

At that time the situation of the coastal areas was
critical; during the Jiajing era (1522-1566) China
witnessed terribly violent attacks and raids by both
haikou and wokou. In that same year, 1547, Zhu Wan
was appointed Governor of Zhejiang, with jurisdiction
extending over the coastal regions of Fujian. For the
Chinese authorities, the presence of the Portuguese,
pressing for trade, represented another element of
disorder and destabilisation along the coast, and the
arrival in 1547 of the last Japanese official embassy at
Ningbo (too early, according to the regulations of the

Chinese coasts in the first decades of 16th century:
in that uncertain situation, looking for alliances and
trying to obtain recognition from the Ming
government, the Portuguese made temporar y
agreements with Chinese pirate groups and bands,
or acted as “pirates” themselves, pressing on the
Chinese coasts through military attacks.23

Nevertheless, since they were in need of establishing
official relations with the Ming empire, the
Portuguese were also very careful in dealing with
Chinese pirates and smugglers: on some occasions,
the Portuguese sided with the Ming authorities and
helped local officials fight against the haikou, taking
direct part in military attacks with their armed ships.
It is also true that the pirates could outfit their fleets
with Portuguese firearms, obtained directly or
indirectly. Furnishing themselves with advanced
Portuguese technology such as cannons and guns was
an extremely important aim for Chinese and Japanese
authorities as well as for the pirates and outlaws,
whether they were haikou or wokou.
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the prohibitions on maritime trade that had been
more strictly enforced by the Ming in those years,
Wang Zhi needed to have safe havens abroad: and
Japan, given its deep political instability, was a prime
location. The Japanese, whether they were daimyo,
merchants, sea-traders or wokou, were all eager to
trade with the Chinese continent, and did not
consider it of any importance if those trades were licit
or illicit for Ming China.

According to Japanese research, it seems that
already in 1540, Wang Zhi had reached the Goto
Islands, establishing his first outpost there; soon after,
in 1542, he had landed on the shore at Hirado, invited
by the powerful daimyo Matsuura Takanobu. It is
necessary, at this point, to discuss briefly the historical

kanhe system) constituted one more problem to be dealt
with. Zhu Wan made the Japanese embassy wait for
formal authorisation to proceed to the capital, which
finally was granted in the following year (1548); in the
meantime, the Japanese envoys and crews traded without
permission with Chinese merchants, smugglers, and
pirates, and with the Portuguese as well.26

The connections among the Wo, the Portuguese,
and the Chinese pirates, and their close ties with
powerful families of the coastal regions (families who
were all the more influential for having strong
connections with high-ranking officials) were all too clear
to Zhu Wan: he was aware of these circumstances, yet
still seriously intended to bring an end to the haikou
and wokou problem. As we know, Zhu Wan launched
the massive attack on Shuangyu, the most active base of
piracy at the time. Yet his strong determination to clear
China’s shores of piracy cost him his life (he committed
suicide in1550). Although the attack on Shuangyu
destroyed the pirate base there and was in this sense a
success, some of the leaders of the pirate groups
escaped—among them, for example, Wang Zhi.27

It is precisely to the notorious Wang Zhi that we
would like now to turn our attention, as he was in fact
a key figure in the establishment of the Portuguese bases
in the Far East.28

All historians working on 16th century maritime
history have to deal with the outstanding figure of
Wang Zhi, as he was one of the most representative
Chinese “maritime merchant-adventurer-pirates” of
the period. A native of Huizhou, Wang Zhi belonged
to the pirate group headed by the Xu brothers,
although at first he was involved in overseas activities
mainly as merchant, more interested in maritime trade
and smuggling than in true acts of piracy. The Xu
band had already conducted some lucrative joint
operations with the Portuguese in Malacca in 1522,
and it seems to have been at the Xu brothers’
suggestion that the Por tuguese attacked the
Guangdong coast in 1523.29 It should be remarked
that 1523 was also the year of the incident at Ningbo,
provoked by the Japanese embassies. When the Xus
were defeated by the Chinese fleets and their dispersed
group remained without a leader, Wang Zhi did not
lose the opportunity to take over command of the
band. His sphere of overseas activities included South
and East Asia, and in particular Japan. Due to the
critical circumstances of the Chinese coasts, due to
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circumstances in Japan at the time, particularly in
regard to the Matsuura family and the situation on
Kyushu.

The central decades of the 16th century witnessed
the peak of the sengoku jidai in Japan: the country was
indeed in complete chaos and anarchy. The Ashikaga
shôgun had completely lost control over Japan, and the
powerful families fought each other to affirm their
supremacy. Temporary agreements and alliances were
easily made and broken; enemies quickly became allies,
only to suddenly change back into enemies again:
everybody was merely looking out for his own profit
and advantage. These were the years just prior to the
rise of Oda Nobunaga, Toyotomi Hideyoshi and finally
Tokugawa Ieyasu. The Kyushu regions were shaken by
the civil war as well, and the Matsuura family was no
exception. Gradually prevailing in the numerous fights
and alliances among the sengoku jidai, the Matsuura
clan had succeeded in subjugating several smaller
military families—such as the Minu, Sashi, Shisa,
Yatsunami, Kôda, Uku (Goto), Aokata, etc.—and in
establishing firm control over them. The Matsuura’s
territory was centred in Hizen province, and their sphere
of influence included the region of northwestern Kyushu.30

Thanks to the ongoing trade with countries in
the Far East (the commerce with China was the most
profitable, but not the only one the Matsuura clan
engaged in), for which Hirado had long been a tradi-
tional stopping-point, the Matsuura clans were power-
ful enough in those days. Nevertheless, their relations
with the other more powerful daimyo of Kyushu —
rival clans such as the Ouchi, the Omura, the Otomo,
the Arima, the Shimazu, etc.—were not so satisfactory.
All of them were involved in overseas commerce, for
residents of the Kyushu region had been deeply
interested and involved in overseas activities since
ancient times.31 The Shimazu clan, for example,
controlled the commercial routes to Liuqiu (the
Ryukyu Islands); the So family was engaged in
commerce with Korea. In 1563, the So would lose Iki
Island—which was, along with Tsushima Island, a key-
stopping point for the commerce with Korea—to the
Matsuura, who took it by force.32 Yet, among the
powerful daimyo of Kyushu, the strongest and most
aggressive military clan was the Shimazu of Satsuma,
which was gradually enlarging its territory and its
influence with the intention of taking over control of
all of Kyushu. Only the military pacification campaign

undertaken by Toyotomi Hideyoshi in the years 1586-
87 would succeed in defeating the Shimazu, and
stopping their military aggression.33

Nevertheless, in the decades of the middle 16th

century, the Shimazu were not so powerful yet, nor
were they too dangerous for the Matsuura: the latter
had to worry more about the Omura clans, which were
closer to the Matsuura territories (which bordered on
the Omura area) and with whom the Matsuura’s
rivalries were fierce and deep, especially after the
Portuguese reached the Japanese coast at Tanegashima
in 1543. The Omura, centred in the Nagasaki area,
were the primary rivals of the Matsuura: for several
years, between 1550 and 1564, these two powerful
families fought over the Portuguese presence, as both
clans wanted to host the Portuguese merchants
exclusively in their territories. Moreover, and more
importantly, both families wanted to get Portuguese
firearms, guns, and cannons. In the condition of civil
war that Japan was experiencing, indeed, it was essential
to be armed to the utmost, better than one’s enemies;
and the possession of firearms, introduced by the
Portuguese, constituted a vital advantage.
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It is logical to suppose that Wang Zhi might have
followed the same reasoning when, in 1543, he landed
on the Japanese coast in the company of the first
Portuguese: expert as he was in commercial affairs, and
certainly well aware of the political situation of Japan,
Wang Zhi was deeply conscious of the enormous profits
that he might have gained as an intermediary if he
helped the Portuguese establish a new base in Japan.
We have already mentioned that according to some
Japanese studies, Wang Zhi reached the Goto
archipelago in 1540 and that in 1542 Matsuura
Takanobu invited him to Hirado.34 In those years,
Wang Zhi was still using the base of Shuangyu, together
with the Xu brothers, where they had several dealings
with the Portuguese as well: we may presume that it
was not by chance, then, that one year later, in 1543,
Wang Zhi arrived in Japan with the Portuguese.35

During the following years, until Zhu Wan’s
attack on Shuangyu in 1547, illegal commerce was still
very prosperous along the Chinese coast: Wang Zhi
and the Xu brothers continued their profitable
activities, connecting China and Japan through trade,
and smuggling with the Portuguese. After Zhu Wan’s
military intervention at Shuangyu in 1547, and the
consequent defeat of the Xus’ group, as we have seen,
Wang Zhi escaped to Japan, taking under his command
the rest of the band.36 That same year the Portuguese
joined the Ming fleet in attacking Lin Jian.37 In a way,
then, we might say that the elimination of other pirates
was actually an advantage for Wang Zhi, because he
would have fewer partners with whom to compete and
share the international maritime trade network. The
Portuguese did not at all wish to make an enemy of
the Ming officials, although the local authorities must
have known that Portuguese merchants were involved
in the illicit trade with Chinese and Japanese smugglers
along the coast. In this sense, the motivation for the
Portuguese participation in the attack on Lin Jian
appears clear enough. On the other hand, the
Portuguese could not and would not renounce the
lucrative profits of the trade: they were in the Far East
exactly for that reason, to gain as many concrete
benefits as possible. This was truer than ever, now that,
after their first direct contact with Japan, the Portuguese
had foreseen the future potential offered by the
establishment of their bases on the archipelago. The
new market of Japan appeared extremely significant
to the Portuguese, in particular if they considered the

still uncertain situation on the Chinese coast, where,
after almost half a century of vain attempts, they had
been unable to succeed in creating a stable and
recognised outpost. In attaining their goal of extending
their expansion to the Japanese archipelago, the
Portuguese received crucial support from Wang Zhi:
in 1550, the first Portuguese ship entered the bay at
Hirado.38

Matsuura Takanobu was deeply interested in
overseas commerce, and for several years already, he
had been engaging in trade with Wang Zhi: it seems
logical enough to presume that previous arrangements
had been made between Matsuura Takanbu and Wang
Zhi to bring the Portuguese to Hirado. Since 1542,

Takanobu had welcomed Wang Zhi to his dominion
and had proposed that he establish his base in Hirado.
According to Japanese sources, in those years Wang
Zhi had in Hirado over two thousand men under his
command as well as numerous ships, each of them
capable of holding around 300 men on board.39

Japanese ships were smaller than those of the Chinese,
and that was one more reason to make use of Chinese
mediation in Japanese overseas trade. Wang Zhi had
at his disposal an entire area of the Hirado han, where
he lodged his men and established his residence,
according to the Chinese custom—a sort of small
“Chinese quarter,” or yashiki (residence) as it is called
in the Japanese texts.40

At first, the arrival of the Portuguese in Hirado
was indeed a satisfactory event for everyone involved.

The Portuguese wanted to be
considered trustworthy
partners for China: and to
prove that they were reliable
allies, they adopted a shrewd
political strategy, joining
Chinese troops in their
expeditions against the
haikou.
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The daimyo Matsuura was eager to enlarge his
participation in overseas trade, especially after the
interruption of official relations with China in 1549;
he warmly welcomed the Portuguese merchants and
missionaries, providing them with lodging and offering
them some temples to use as churches.41 Wang Zhi,
the “King of Huizhou,” had his headquarters in Hirado
and could act as intermediary in primis: for in fact,
although contacts between the Japanese and the
Portuguese were now direct, both countries had to rely
on Chinese goods and merchandise for their trade, and
therefore Wang Zhi’s participation was essential. The
Portuguese were satisfied as well: they had managed to
reach another country, where both trade and missionary
work seemed profitable and promising; moreover, here
they could finally establish a stable base in the Far
East.42 It should not be forgotten that in the previous
year, 1549, Zhu Wan had launched his successful
manoeuvres against Shuangyu, compelling Wang Zhi
and the others to escape to Japan: this stern action on
the part of Governor Zhu Wan had made it even more
difficult for the Portuguese to engage in illegal
commerce with their Chinese partners, and they had
to be increasingly careful in their maritime trade affairs.
The year 1549 had been, indeed, a delicate moment
for Portugal as well.

The turning point came in 1550. After the
suicide of Zhu Wan, when the Ming adopted a more
tolerant approach toward the coastal situation of
smuggling and illicit maritime trading, Wang Zhi was
offered the chance to be pardoned and rewarded, if he
could defeat the other pirate groups infesting the
Chinese coast. The negotiations under way between
Wang Zhi and the coastal officials led to a more relaxed
atmosphere along China’s shores, and the tension
seemed to relent: it seemed possible to finally find a
solution to the problematic situation on the coast.
Therefore, the Portuguese could agree to join Wang
Zhi at Hirado without too much risk of irritating Ming
officials—after all, the Chinese authorities were co-
operating with the pirate Wang Zhi as well. Yet the
balance did not last long. Wang Zhi kept his promise,
fighting against other pirate bands in the years 1550-
52, for it was indeed also in Wang Zhi’s own interests
to defeat his rivals in the sea trade (that same strategy,
as we know, was to be successfully pursued by Zheng
Zhilong later, in the first decades of the 17th century).43

But China did not respect its promise to Wang Zhi,

and in 1553, the latter launched a violent raid on
Chinese shores, also supported by some Japanese.44

For the Portuguese, the situation was becoming
uneasy again, as they did not want to take the wrong
stance vis-à-vis the Chinese authorities by co-
operating with Wang Zhi at Hirado. Portuguese
political strategy was, at this point, at its keenest and
most productive. On one hand, they sided with the
Ming fleets against He Yiba in 1554, in order to prove
their loyalty to and support of the Ming.45 On the
other hand, so as not to lose their position in Japan,
they started to cement their connections with the
Omura daimyo, rival to the Matsuura, firstly in order
to enlarge their settlement on the Japanese
archipelago, and secondly in order to secure a safer

Nanban-byobu (16th century).
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territory for their bases in case the Wang Zhi question
became more serious.46 Moreover, exactly in the years
1553-54, the Portuguese had begun to build their
first lodgings at Macao, still without permission, and
consequently they had to be extremely cautious in
their movements: Wang Zhi was becoming a
dangerous partner, and in that context, the Portuguese
settlement at Hirado could also appear as a challenge
to the Ming’s efforts to defeat piracy.

Nevertheless, the Portuguese position in the Far
East was not at all weak. Portugal had what all the Far
Eastern disputants were profoundly in need of: firearms
and advanced military technology. This was the true
strong point of the Portuguese policy. And Portugal
played its cards well.

If we consider the difficult context of China’s
coast from a more general point of view, we might
better understand China’s policies and attitude toward
the Portuguese. China’s most urgent concern was to
prevent pirate groups from being provided with
Portuguese firearms and cannons. To have to deal with
pirates who were well organised, internationally
connected, and equipped with firearms, was indeed a
very undesirable and extremely dangerous eventuality,
one which would have meant for the Ming government
nothing less than total chaos on the coast and the
complete impossibility for local authorities to exercise
any kind of control over the situation. At any cost, the
Ming government had to avoid that. Formally aiding
the Ming fleets against the pirates and, at the same
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time, furnishing de facto those same pirates with their
firearms, the Portuguese were imposing a decision upon
China. The implicit message they were sending to the
Ming was clear: the Portuguese wanted to establish an
outpost on China’s coast that would receive official
recognition, otherwise they would continue to smuggle
and to provide Chinese outlaws with their firearms.

In 1555, Chinese reopened negotiations with
Wang Zhi, asking him to surrender and once again
promising, in exchange, to pardon him and moreover
to lift the prohibitions maritime trade. Also on this
occasion, Japan played an intermediate role: some
Japanese missives on behalf of Wang Zhi, signed by

influential daimyo, were sent to the Chinese authorities,
and Chinese envoys travelled to Japan to conduct
negotiations with the powerful “King of Huizhou.”47

Meanwhile, Portuguese ships continued to reach
Hirado every year, although relations with the
Matsuura were becoming more tense: some incidents
had happened between the Japanese and the Portuguese
merchants, and the Buddhist elite and monks, deeply
irritated by the presence of Portuguese missionaries,
were forcing the daimyo Matsuura to adopt a stricter
policy toward the Christian religion and the Portuguese
in general.48 On the other hand, the Portuguese were
already planning to move into the Omuras’ territories,
as it was their interest to enlarge as much as possible

their settlement on the Japanese archipelago. The
rivalry between the two influential Japanese families
became fiercer: as we know, a few years later, the Omura
clan would be successful in gaining the favour of the
Portuguese and, in exchange, Portugal received the
important concession of the territory of Nagasaki
(1571).49

But as of the mid-1550s, the situation was not
yet clarified. On one hand, the question of Wang Zhi
was still open, and the Portuguese, not knowing how
it would develop, did not want to forgo cooperation
with such an important partner in maritime trade.
On the other hand, we might further consider that
the elimination of Wang Zhi could have been
advantageous for the Portuguese too. They might have
attempted to replace him as intermediaries in the trade
between China and Japan. In fact, that is indeed what
the Portuguese partially accomplished. In 1557, Wang
Zhi surrendered to the Ming officials: the Chinese
authorities, instead of pardoning him as they had
promised, imprisoned Wang Zhi and banished his
group. In that same year, Portugal received formal
permission to settle in Macao. We might suppose that
the Ming government had reached analogous
conclusions to those of the Portuguese, although from
another point of view and with different aims in
mind. Nevertheless, both the Chinese authorities and
the Portuguese gained advantages from the defeat of
Wang Zhi.

In order to solve the problems that plagued its
coastal areas, China had to consider several factors:
the endemic phenomenon of Chinese piracy; the
disturbing and destabilising presence of the
“barbarians” along the Chinese coast; the introduction
into the Far East of firearms and advanced technology
by the Portuguese; Japan’s interest in, and pressure
regarding, the maintenance of maritime trade
connections with the continent, by legal or illegal
means; and, last but not least, the intense involvement
of the coastal regions in overseas commerce, as the
domestic economy and markets of those regions were
mainly based and dependent on income from
maritime trade and on the flux of imports and
exports.50

The Chinese government could no longer ignore
the serious consequences that the rigid policy of
maritime bans and prohibitions had provoked in the
local economy, and the consequent disturbances and

The new market of Japan
appeared extremely significant
to the Portuguese, in
particular if they considered
the still uncertain situation
on the Chinese coast, where,
after almost half a century
of vain attempts, they had
been unable to succeed
in creating a stable
and recognised outpost.
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NOTES

disorders it had caused: Ming authorities had to provide
a genuine answer to the true economic needs of the
coasts. On the other hand, the Ming government could
not merely overlook the terrible raids and violent
attacks launched by the Chinese, the Japanese, and,
on some occasions, the Portuguese pirates on Chinese
shores. Eliminating Wang Zhi and allowing the
Portuguese to settle at Macao, under the strict control
of the Chinese authorities, presented an acceptable
solution: in this way, the Portuguese, under Chinese
supervision, could help provide the coast with overseas
commerce it needed; moreover—and much more
importantly—China, in exchange, could obtain directly
from the Portuguese the firearms and innovative
technology it needed. This political stance taken by the
Ming may also have been intended as a first step towards
the opening of Haicheng to overseas trade in 1567, and
the relaxation of the prohibitions on Chinese maritime
activity.51 Japan would have been satisfied as well: the
Portuguese bases on the archipelago, playing a role
similar to the settlement at Macao in China, could
furnish Japanese markets with the merchandise it needed.

From the 1560s onwards, the Portuguese definitively
moved from Hirado to the Omura territories. Still
shaken by civil war, Japanese daimyo were all in urgent
need of gaining access to Portuguese firearms, and
continued to contend with each other for Portuguese
favour. Gradually expanding their trade and their
missionary activities thorough the entire archipelago,
in 1571 the Portuguese would settle in Nagasaki.

The establishment of the Portuguese base at
Macao, officially recognised in 1557 by the Chinese
authorities, was the result of a complex and multifa-
ceted process, involving continuous transformations
and changes that involved the entire international
setting of East Asia. In such an international context,
Japan played an important role: being the most
important hidden partner of Chinese overseas activities
and illicit maritime trade, Japan indirectly provoked
and supported the formal settlement of the Portuguese
at Macao.

Nevertheless, for the moment, the Portuguese
were the true winners of the international political
games played in the Far East. 
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